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AN ARCTIC DAY FOR A LADY
Margaret Darvall

TT is unfair to class mountaineers with people who knock their
A heads against brick walls just for the pleasure of stopping. But
the two groups do share a taste for contrast. What I first heard
about the Staunings Alps and N.E. Greenland made me wonder if
1 was going to miss the contrast; if there were no green valleys to
come back to, wouldn't the mountains lose some of their magic ?
Greenland turned out to be more like the Garden of Eden than
anything else I have ever heard of. Human beings didn't belong
in the landscape at all and had never been there: the Arctic hare we
bored by photographing from so many angles had never met a
human before and saw no reason to be afraid of us. We enjoyed
mountain remoteness all the time.
The problems of living in an empty land took most of our time
and energy. With no pack animals, no porters and no food but
what we carried, all our plans had to be cut down to fit in with the
time it took us to back-pack loads over rough ground. We could
get a cheating start by boat or helicopter at a price and we had
the unexpected bonus of the superb cooking of the Danish chef at
Mestersvig at each end of the trip.
The original plan was to send most of our stuff by helicopter to
the Berserkerbrae, where we were told most of the best climbing was.
But the helicopter wouldn't take us as well as the food and equipment and at £3 a minute we couldn't afford a second trip. At the
last minute the pilot said he would take one passenger, so Eilidh
Nisbet went with him, expecting to be alone on the glacier for four
days; we discovered later that a London University party were
camped not far from her.
Mr. Hansen, who was in charge of the airstrip and very ready
to help, was to take the rest of us (Joan Busby, the leader, Mary
Fulford, Esme Speakman and me) by jeep that evening as far as the
road went. One thing after another went wrong and it was finally
2 p.m. the following day before we set out on foot from the MolybKate Webb on Green Gut, Froggatt.
Photo: J. Rogers
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denum mine 7 miles away. The food, tents etc. we needed to keep
us going until we reached Eilidh still made up loads of about 60 Ibs.
each and that was more than any of us felt like carrying. So each
load had to be split and that meant covering the ground three times.
Inaccurate maps, and our unending battle with the stony wilderness
underfoot, put us badly behind time.
Malcolm Slesser, who had arranged the charter flight and knew
the country well had warned us that the rivers were to be treated
with respect he said more accidents had happened crossing rivers
than climbing. So we spent a long time trying to find a place to
wade the Skel. The problem wasn't just the risk of drowning: it
would be easy to stumble and drop a load, and every load was
precious. At last we gave up the idea and decided to make a crossing at the glacier snout much higher up.
We found an entrancing camp site which we christened "The
Oasis". But it was an oasis in reverse an oasis of sand in a desert
of boulders. A circle of clean, flat sand with a clear stream running
through it. We rested there for nearly five hours. We had daylight
for 24 hours and sunshine nearly all that time, so day and night no
longer meant anything: we went on as long as we could and stopped
when we found water and a possible camp site. This timelessness
added to the feeling of walking through a dream. It sometimes felt
like a nightmare but for at least part of the time it was a happy
dream, of endless silence and space. The treeless country was often
splendid and never ugly: there were flowers in the scree and colour
and variety in the landscape. The country was surprisingly friendly
and welcoming.
It was 10-30 p.m. when the next "day" began. We explored
the glacier for a possible crossing but couldn't find one which would
not involve a long detour. It was already five days since we left
Mestersvig. Food had been planned for four days and was getting
short. It would take at least two more days to reach Eilidh.
What finally forced on us the decision to turn back was the suspicion that, at the pace we had been going, the five of us would need
most of the rest of our time to transport our baggage back to Mestersvig from the Berserkerbrae, leaving almost no time for climbing.
The only solution seemed to be to dump everything we could spare,
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including our tents and mattresses, make a forced march back to
Mestersvig and send the helicopter to fetch Eilidh and the loads
which went with her, as well as our dump. Then we would get a
boat to take us up the Alpefjord and leave us at the mouth of the
Fangsthytte Glacier (Joan had spent hours before we left working
out the possibilities with maps and journals and now came up with
this suggestion). We could have a base near the shore, within reach
of the returning boat, and make forays up the glacier to bivouac
with light packs and without tents.
On that last "day" we were on the go for 26 hours (with light
loads for the last part but without the reward of a summit or interesting climbing) had a teaspoonful each of Marvel, whiskey and
sugar for our final meal and slept out on the open moorland, 400
miles north of the Arctic Circle, without tents or mattresses. I don't
think it is either nonsense or masochism to say it was a good day,
one of the happy dreams, not the nightmares.
The next day, we reached the mine and were lucky to find the
cook at home he was just setting out on a fishing trip. He welcomed us and fed us and took us in his jeep the seven dusty miles
back to Mestersvig.
On our day's trip up the Alpefjord a delightful leisurely day,
drifting past the mountains with elegant sea swallows circling overhead we stopped for a picnic lunch at the hunter's hut at Kap
Pettersens. These huts were used by the Sledge Patrol when the
fjord was frozen we had already been given a friendly welcome by
the Mestersvig huskies, and had pipe-dreams of impossible and
magnificent journeys on the ice. The hut was carefully equipped
as a small haven from the Arctic night, down to the match box with
two matches sticking out to make it easier to get a fire going with
numb fingers.
We were landed on a wide shingle beach and pitched the tents
a quarter of a mile from the shore. It was an impressive (but very
windy) site with fine, open views to Nathorstland and the Ice Cap
on the other side of the fjord. Layers of brilliant colours at crazy
angles rippled across the cliffs; we had noticed the same thing in the
Skeldal.
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A Swiss party had camped on this shore ten years before, but
the Fangsthytte Glacier had never been explored though some of
the mountains had been climbed from the other side of the range.
The first trip was to spy out the land and find a bivouac site.
The approach was over the usual vilely loose moraine, but the going
on the ice was good. We went as far as a splendid amphitheatre
where the main glacier took a wide sweep to the left and was joined
by side glaciers, with some spectacular ice falls. The peaks were
impressive too. What worried us was that we couldn't see one which
looked both possible and worth doing. They looked like either slagheaps or really big undertakings, which would require at least a
second bivouac and we hadn't equipment for sleeping out without
shelter in the temperatures we were now getting in mid-August it
turned suddenly much colder, as we had been warned, particularly
in the twilight which lengthened each night.
The bivouac problem was solved more happily. Eilidh found
just what we wanted a flattish shelf just above the glacier, with
one huge overhanging boulder, with space beneath it for two or
three tightly packed bodies, several other possible shelters and a
melt stream just below. We dumped a rope and other spare equipment and went back to base.
Carrying loads up that moraine was as bad as we expected,
though we gradually learnt where to find an easier line. The first job
was to excavate and flatten the bivouac floor. Eilidh as usual coaxed
the primus to life. She shared the big boulder with Esme and me;
Joan and Mary chose the less claustrophobic half-shelter of the other
boulders.
Next morning's weather was not tempting but possible. We
had chosen an unambitious mountain close behind the bivouac; we
wanted to be sure of getting up something. It went quite easily,
with nothing more exciting than some pitches of scrambling; there
was some sounder rock near the top, but covered with lichen which
climbers had nicknamed "Black Death". In the drizzle which was
now falling it was unattractively slimy. It was snowing before we
reached the top.
First sight of the amphitheatre from Fangsthytte Glacier.

Photo: E. Speakman
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We decided to call this peak (we were pretty sure it was a first
ascent) the Margarethetind, after the Danish princess if the Danes
agreed.
The first morning of our next bivouac looked much more
promising clear, sunny and windless. We decided to make it our
first objective to follow the main glacier up to the col at the head of
the valley, but hoped to find a possible peak to climb en route.
It was a splendid day. The Fangsthytte Glacier, with fresh
snow and a complicated pattern of crevasses, kept us interested all
the time, while the view opened out gradually, with fine ice, snow
and rock peaks. It was never, until the last moment, certain how
much further we had to go. Then the glacier played us a mean trick.
The col was most dramatic, with crevasses rippling round us like a
stormy sea, but the glacier doubled back on itself so sharply that,
although we were at the highest point, a lot of the hoped-for view
down the Sedgwick Glacier was masked. The name we chose was
"Horseshoe Col" subject to official approval.
On the way up the glacier we had marked down a pleasant little
rock peak on the left near the head of the valley which looked
feasible. But threading our way through the crevasses to the foot of
it took longer than we expected and we had already used up most of
the day. As the sun dropped a bitter wind got up. We decided
reluctantly that it was soon going to be too cold for any serious
climbing and gave up our peak. Back at the bivouac, when I went
to collect water, I found my hands, inside fur lined gloves, were too
numb with cold to hold the handle of the water carrier. I could only
clasp my arms around it and hope I wouldn't drop it. So climbing
probably was out. That was the first night which did feel arctic.
The next morning the temperature rose as the weather worsened.
There were glimpses of clear sky, but storm clouds building up. We
had chosen another peak to try with a shorter approach than yesterday's. We reluctantly picked a messy gully as the way up; each
time we experimented with steeper and more attractive looking rock,
we found it hopelessly rotten. It was a choice between scree now
and scree in the making.
The gully was nastier than it looked. It did have a few clean
slab pitches, but nearly all of it was hideously unstable scree, lying
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on steepish rock. We climbed out of it at last and made for the
ridge, which looked better. Eilidh had a shot at it but found the
rocks covered with Black Death. It was now drizzling, with low
cloud, and we couldn't see the summit. She decided that her way,
though possible, would take too long, and we looked round for
another route. It wasn't easy in the bad visibility to pick a good
line. Esme thought she saw a way out. We finally decided the
climb would take too long we knew we must expect that hateful
gully to take at least as long down as up.
So back we went with our tails between our legs that was our
last climbing day. Esme and I went down to the shore camp that
night where Mary was waiting for us, and Joan and Eilidh spent
another night in the bivouac. It snowed most of the night and we
weren't sure who had the best of it.
Then the boat took us back to Mestersvig, to tantalise us with
three days of perfect weather and rub in the thought of all the things
we might have done.
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GRIPPED
Gill Cannon

« T CANT doit".
I often wonder how many times I've uttered those words
in my ten years of climbing. Normally the reply is, "Of course you
can; get up it woman", followed by a call for "tight rope" from
me, a bit of thrashing about and ultimate success. On this occasion,
however, this was not possible as I had inadvertently allowed myself
to be put at the top end of the rope.
Well it was all Sherpa's fault really. Janet, Sherpa and I had
had a good day on Eagle Buttermere the day before, and over a pint
in the pub that evening Sherpa remarked, "Scafell will be dry tomorrow" So full of enthusiasm and beer it was decided that I
should make my break through and do my first VS lead Botteriirs
Slab.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny and I fairly rushed up to
Scafell followed more slowly by Janet.
"That's your route", said Sherpa as we came in sight of the
crag.
"Don't be silly : but where does it go Sherpa?" I replied.
"I'm not joking", he said. "That's Botterill's Slab".
"It's all right Gill", said Janet who had now arrived, "it's not
as bad as it looks and there are lots of holds''.
There'd better be, I thought, as I became aware of a sudden
and swift loss of enthusiasm! It looked huge and terrifying, and
utterly holdless.
Sherpa went off to climb with Terry. Janet led the first pitch
it was most awkward.
"I hope the next pitch is easier than that", I remarked.
"It's different", said Janet, noncommitally. A good remark
really; she knew that if she said it was harder I would refuse to do
it, and if she said it was easier I would lose the satisfaction of having
done the hardest pitch assuming I succeeded.
"Well I suppose I'd better do it", I said unhappily.
"Yes", said Janet, smiling encouragingly as she handed nit
the slings and settled comfortably in the corner by the belay.
12
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"Just keep thinking of Botterill with his ice axe and clinkers,
and remember the book says there's a runner at 40 feet".
Yes, but it's those first 40 feet I'm worried about, I thought
miserably.
It was 35 feet later that I uttered those all too familiar words
"I can't do it".
"Well see if you can get a nut in that horizontal crack", Janet
called up.
I poked about for a bit.
"No it's no use, I'll have to come down and you'll have to
do it".
Janet made encouraging noises from below while I looked
around for a way down. Five minutes later I was in exactly the
same position.
"I can't get down, I'll have to go up", I said. "I'll try and
fix a runner again".
I began to feel slightly agitated the golden nut, Janet's golden
nut it always works but it didn't. It went into the crack beautifully, but came out again even more beautifully it wouldn't have
held a falling flea, never mind me.
Slowly but surely I became aware of the terrible situation I had
got myself into. I had done the one thing that all the climbing
manuals say you must never, never do I'd gone up where I
couldn't come down. I had 35 feet of rope out, I was 70 feet above
the ground, and I didn't have a single runner. My calf muscles
began to ache, I looked down at the ground there were a host of
nasty jagged boulders, leering up at me, seeming to say, "We're
waiting for you". I noticed a dull thumping sound getting quicker
and louder it was my little old heart working overtime; my adrenal
gland wasn't doing so badly either I moved my tongue round my
mouth, it was dry as new sand-paper. I wished I was in my nice
cosy lounge, harmlessly knitting. If I had been on Stanage I could
have called to one of the 'Sunday hundreds' to drop me a top rope,
1" .t I wasn't on Stanage I was on 'Awful Scawfeir and it was big
and frightening and felt very lonely. I was wearing a crash hat and
thought that perhaps this would save me from being killed, but I
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would definitely get terribly mashed up so perhaps it would be
better if I was killed.
"Janet, I can't do this", I whispered, with a definite quiver
in my voice.
"Yes you can Gill, you'll be quite all right", she said in her
usual calm, encouraging way.
Then other voices joined in and I realised that other people too
were concerned for my health. It was two boys on Central Buttress
who had stopped to watch this epic.
"You've just to make that one move love, then you can get a
runner on and you'll be all right", this friendly northern accent
called across. No one could do anything physical to help me but it's
amazing how comforting words of encouragement can be in a situation like that. I felt less lonely and decided I'd just have to sort
this thing out.
It was all there it was just a question as to whether I could
do it or not. There was a ledge big enough for all four fingers of my
left hand which I could reach at full stretch. There was also a left
foothold at about the level of my bottom. However, because of the
angle of the rock and the shape of my body it was not possible to
place my foot on the foothold after I had placed my fingers on the
finger hold, and it was equally impossible to place my fingers on
the finger hold after I had placed my foot on the foothold. There
was, however, one way to do this move it necessitated a straight
pull-up on the finger ledge and a hope that my strength would hold
out till I could bring my foot up high enough to pop it on the foot
hold. Well I knew I could do pull-ups, I've been doing them for
years, I was fortunate enough to be brought up in a house with railings on the landing which overhung the stair and as soon as I was
tall enough to jump for the railings I used to interrupt every excursion downstairs with two or three pull-ups. But this wasn't the
landing railings, and it wasn't 18 inches back onto the stairs if I
missed it was 70 feet down on to those nasty leering boulders.
I stretched up and curled my fingers over the ledge, I tensed
my biceps and pulled, my fingers began to uncurl
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"Janet I'm coming . . . ."
"No you're not, you're all right".
I got my foot on the ledge, stood up, made another move,
reached the spike, slapped a runner on it, clipped in, and started to
babble with relief.
"Well done!" said Janet.
"Well done!" said the C.B. team.
"I'm all right now, it's easier now ..." I chattered.
I've never climbed as fast as I climbed up the rest of that slab,
all I wanted was to get tied on to the belay at the top and let Janet
do the last pitch.
Higher up I was supposed to go out to the edge of the slab but
those awful boulders came into view again. I saw a way up the
centre of the slab and moved up, then I saw it evidence of someone else's epic a peg shining gaily at me. I didn't use it of course,
not I regret because of any puritanical reason, but simply because
I was on the wrong part of the slab. Two boys behind us who
happened to have a hammer got it out for us and very kindly gave
it to me. It now numbers among my most treasured possessions
like my Degree Certificate, a memento of another desperate struggle!
Scafell was no longer awful, it was beautiful. We finished the
day on Moss Ghyll Grooves which Janet led, then made our triumphant way back to the Salving House. One of Britain's oldest climbers
was in the hut his name was Sid and he was old enough to be my
grandfather.
"What have you done to-day?" he asked.
Rather too hastily and failing to sound modest I said, "Oh, we
did Botterill's Slab and Moss Ghyll Grooves".
''Botterill's Slab, oh yes", he said slowly, "I've never gone
up it, I've just used it as a way down" ! !
"But, but, there aren't any runners at the hard bit", I stammered, in utter astonishment.
"What do you need runners for ?" he said. "There are holds,
nd all you need are a good pair of clinkers''.
Never again will I consider our generation of climbers to be
hard!
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THE SEARCH
Jane Taylor

A FRIEND of mine once confided to me a certain disappointment.
** Everywhere he went, he said, an orgy had always taken place
the previous weekend. He and the requisite orgy had never managed
to coincide.
I have rather the same feelings about the climbing 'scene' or
the climbing 'hub'—whichever seems the more appropriate. When
you are married, as I am, to a managerial climber, there appears to
be a continual series of earth-shaking decisions to be made, and you
have the impression that somewhere, in some quiet room, a caucus
of managerial climbers is in continuous session, smoking cigars?
briar pipes? Turkish cigarettes? and preparing the decisions and
statements of policy which will ultimately shake the climbing world
to its very foundations. But in spite of constant vigilance, I have
never been able to catch them at it.
And yet for a number of years I have been given opportunities
to check on my theory. As a small (or fairly small) child of about
twelve, at the Royal Geographical Society Christmas lectures, I was
led up, trembling with shyness and anticipation, to ask for the
autographs of George Band and, I think, (I have lost my autograph
book) Mike Westmacott, and I gazed at them with the admiring
eyes of a person within touching distance of an Everest man. And
later, in the PYG, I was privileged to view not them, but their
habitat. I should explain that at that date, the PYG was the mecca
—for us who had barely heard of it and never of any other Welsh
pub. Crushed almost to suffocation in the squeeze round the bar,
we would peer through into a sort of inner shrine, where there was
a fire, twinkling brass, and various souvenirs of apparent mountain
eering significance. Sooner or later, someone would murmur, in
appropriately reverential accents: "That's where the Everest ex
pedition was planned ". Whether this is true or not, I don't know;
but the mere reiteration convinced me that it was. I looked in vain
for my cherished caucus. Huge young men in hefty and slightly
smelly anoraks and ruther curly walking boots stood all around;
climbers with rather flatter boots and equally tattered anoraks looked
at them with visible feelings of effortless superiority. But none of
the gods or lesser gods was on view.
Denise Evans and Nea Morin on the top pitch of Nea.
Photo: John Cleare
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It was only later that I realised that the hub had in fact moved
elsewhere, and was holding court not in the passe purlieus of the
PYG, bait at the more 'in' Padarn. When I realized this, from the
quasi-mystical way in which my companions would say: "We'll go
down to the Padarn tonight", I was all agog. At last, from a dis
tance, my adoring eyes would be able to fasten on the great, and I
too would be able to say, with that casual throwaway intonation
which reveals the true initiate: "Saw Joe in the Padarn last night",
cr: "Pete was playing darts"—thus implying, without actually
stating, my own enviable in-ness.
I approached the Padarn, then, with feelings of the purest and
most innocent snobbery, rather like a William Hickey about to learn
of the secret engagement of a member of any royal family. I was
even more impressed by the fact that we were quite unable to park
the car within about half a mile of the pub. All the rest, I thought,
had come to this shrine as I had. We walked down the road, flung
open the door—and any hopes I had cherished were dashed. The
scene was exactly that of the PYG. A pushing, shoving mass of
humanity was standing between us and the bar. It was quite impos
sible even to see the dartboard, and the Prime Minister or anyone
else would have been totally invisible. We started our journey to
ward the bar. A gesticulating young man, obviously over-excited
by some success on the crags that day, was describing it move by
move to his enthralled companions. Just as I passed, he was using
his full beer mug to indicate a thrilling and tense move left. He spilt
his beer down my neck. Looking at me coldly (I had spoilt the big
moment), he turned away and went back to his story. Abashed, I
fought my way on. The bar was at least three deep in waiting
climbers, and from the throng occasional remarks arose: "Saw
Pete on Cloggy today" : "Everyone's climbing on Anglesey these
days". I had obviously missed again.
Since then, I have actually seen and spoken to many of the
lesser great. I have fed them, made them coffee or tea, lent them
cigarettes, even listened to some of their decision-making and com
mittees. But never yet have I managed even to glimpse the place
where it is all going on, the place where I shall finally be able to feel
myself truly ' in'.
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ICE WIDOWHOOD
Mollie Porter

the years my husband and I had reassured each other
that should the occasion ever arise when one party was offered
the opportunity of joining an Expedition or of taking part* in some
adventurous enterprise which could mean long separation, then the
other, BETTER half would not stand in the way. Last year,
newly returned from taking my Expedition of schoolgirls to Lyngen
Peninsula, I was immediately confronted by a request for long
leave of absence, agreed, and then began to think . how was I
going to occupy this vacuum in my love-life ?
After the initial shock my mind was a turmoil and I fled to the
Canary Islands to try and put matters in better perspective—the
tedious journey there was saved only by the perpetual storm which
raged from Tilbury to Las Palmas—once there I found slight con
solation on Tenerife when one day we went to El Teide, the mag
nificent snow-capped volcano which is set amid the weird volcanic
pinnacles and desert of the world's largest crater—Las Canadas.
By the time I had returned to the U.K. at least a year ahead had
been settled. I took a post as an instructor in a centre in the West
Riding of Yorkshire. This would be my first visit to England since
'emigrating' to the Scottish Highlands some six years previously.
I was apprehensive—the Yorkshire Moors could not compare with
the vast, icy wastes of the Cairngorms in winter, Ben Nevis was
several hundreds of miles away now; and Skye just a little more
than a week-end's outing. My fears were completely unfounded—
the staff were tremendous, and after just a few days of walking on
the moors in Nidderdale, one of the lesser-known Dales I was eager
to see more of the County.
The time passed happily and quickly with frequent expeditions
to Malham, Wharfedale and other less spectacular valleys. Climbing
days of which there were many, were spent at Brimham, the weird
gritstone edge which overlooks Pateley Bridge, and Nidderdale.
Christmas and New Year in the Cairngorms of course, then back to
Yorkshire, February soon coming round. I went to Finse in Nor
way as a guest of the Norwegian Red Cross on a Survival Course.
I was very impressed by the three-day blizzard which heralded our
arrival, and when it cleared we spent several days ski-ing across the
19
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mountains learning various rescue and survival techniques. The
culmination of the course was a night in a snow hole on the Hardangerjokull. With very scrimpy rations, no stove and an old thin
sleeping bag I was to spend one of the coldest nights of my life in a
man-made refrigerator. On the flight back to England we passed
over the snowy Cairngorms and again I wondered if I shouldn't
return home.
Wilh summer on the way I was accepted as a guest instructor
for a season at the Outward Bound School in Minnesota, U.S.A.
Excited at this prospect I continued my job in Yorkshire. More
climbing, sometimes moving further afield to Ilkley, Almscliff and
the limestone of Great Close. More expeditions, one of which in
volved around half the Pennine Way. Another Easter in the Cairn
gorms, with a week of "potted" survival work with schoolgirls, a
trek in a blizzard through the Lairig Ghru and Lairig an Laoigh, then
back to work in time for the "Fellsman Hike"
This marathon race takes in nearly 55 miles of Fells starting
in Grassington and finishing in Ingleton. No women had ever
completed the course. Certainly not flattering myself that I would
come anywhere near finishing the round, I made enquiries con
cerning entrance regulations. Parties of women must be at least six
in number, or the woman must be accompanied by her husband—a
little tricky as my spouse was thousands of miles away in the deep
freeze. So, unofficially, another woman friend and a third person
with me, I hobbled out of Grassington at the start of the race. I
had a very sore back and had grave doubts about success; everyone
else looked so fit. There were about 320 entrants. Great Whernside
came first, then out across the fringe of high tops which form the
Fells. We plodded on through the night, being very ably assisted
at each checkpoint by a private support party, and after the
nocturnal round in reasonable conditions, we came onto Great
Coombe in thick mist. There were only a few other folk around,
and we found the slog to the summit very tedious indeed. A little
later the sun appeared and 23 hours 20 minutes after our departure
from Grassington we arrived in Ingleton at the final point. I went
into the office to see if our attempt could be recorded, we had been
Climbers at the bottom of the Central Wall of Malham Cove.
Photo: Ken Wilson
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to every check, and had carried all required supplies—but 'no, it
would confuse the records', so we had our lunch and departed for
Pateley.
During the walking expeditions especially around Malham my
interest in the great limestone scars had been aroused, and I
promised myself that I would try and climb at least one route on
each of the 'Big Three', Malham, Gordale and Kilnsey, before I
left the County. As the summer progressed my back became worse,
and I had to cancel the trip to the States. After a short rest at home
I felt a little better and walked from Fort William to Dalwhinnie
taking in some of the Mamores, and many miles of superb, wild
country. Our only set-backs were the heatwave, and our huge
packs. We had promised ourselves good eating, and carried fresh
potatoes, bread, vegetables and many other luxuries which helped
to make our packs far too heavy. The final drag along the side of
Loch Ericht in 80 °F was little consolation and I vowed to go de
hydrated next time out !
One afternoon, in a terrific rainstorm I went with a friend to
Cave Route in Gordale. I had planned this visit since Christmas,
so nothing was going to stop me now. My climbing partner could not
join me until late in the afternoon, he had a staff-meeting, so while
he was sitting in his armchair I led off the two pitches to the Cave
and while the climbing was straightforward, except for the terribly
rotten gear in place, and difficulty in getting good pegs where they
were required, I was to experience physical discomfort such as I had
never known. It was pouring, the rock was like a shower, and by
the time I reached the Cave I was absolutely soaked, my hands
numb, and stiff, and I began to tremble so violently that I belayed
quickly in order to stop myself doing an involuntary shake right-off
the crag. After half an hour my partner arrived, raced up the two
pitches to me, led-through the third section, and in five and a half
hours we were up and off. We were walking down to the dale at
8.30 p.m.
I continued to climb regularly, and found myself feeling quite
fit. Next a visit to Kilnsey North Buttress, but this time I seconded
and climbed a grand route which involves complete pegging of the
first pitch and the line then joins the Direct Route bolts under the
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big roof. While I was sitting in my etriers under the roof a little
bird came along and sat on the ropes snaking away to the leader.
The weather was pleasant, sunny and warm, and the rock dry so I
was able to enjoy the route to the full. The North Buttress does
overhang all the way and I was very impressed by its angle. It was
like no other crag I had ever climbed on.
About a month after this, the time was coming for my return
to Scotland, so I made a last bid for a climb in Malham Cove. We
went to try a new route and failed as bolts were needed, and time
was lacking. On the second time, on a track bike across Mastiles
Lane, I was beginning to wonder which was the more perilous—the
climb or the transport to the route. Not a soul was in sight as we
staggered along the river towards our goal—the great Central Wall
in the Cove. The only two people we were to see had chosen our
route—I was terribly disappointed—it seemed that I was not going
to complete a route here after all. A week later, on my last day in
Yorkshire we returned to Malham again, this time in a Mini—a little
safer than the track bike. No-one around so this was 'it'. I led
the first half, about 150 feet to the huge grassy ledge which divides
the face into two distinct halves. The bolts seemed a little far
apart, and the roof never-ending, but eventually I arrived within
sight of the ledge. A missing bolt was easily by-passed, then a few
feet of free climbing, and belay on the big tree. My partner raced
up again, and led-through the second wall. By now the weather
had improved and I was able to enjoy the final pitch, with its
superb situation. A traverse to the right, taking-out the few pegs
that one has to insert under the roof, and we were up, in five and
three-quarter hours.
In the early hours of the next morning I left Pateley for the last
time and returned to the Cairngorms, and Glenmore for the winter.
In a very short time my term as an ice-widow will end, and
another chapter in our lives will begin. Perhaps now it's my turn
to venture far afield, and leave an ice-widower ....
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ROCK CLIMBING IN THE CAIRNGORMS
Pat Daley

J AST year the Healey and Daley families decided to have a com^ bined family and mountaineering holiday in the Cairngorms.
We arrived at Aviemore at the beginning of a spell of fine weather,
and by mutual child-minding and working all possible combinations
of the four of us, we had a very active holiday.
The chair-lift in Coire Cas stops only 400 feet from the summit
of Cairngorm, from which point the climbs around Loch Avon can
be reached quite quickly. On our first day we went up en masse
and the children raced us to the top. Tim and Alan descended to
Loch Avon to look at the cliffs and climbed The Tenements, a V
Diff. on Stag Rocks, described as the most lighthearted of the crags.
Encouraged by this, Eileen and I set out the next morning. It
was a brilliant day as we topped Cairngorm again and descended the
South side to Loch Avon. The loch was unbelievably beautiful as
it gradually came into view; a deep green-blue, lighter near the
shore, fringed by a sandy beach. We followed a narrow footpath to
the head of it and sat in the warm sand to look around. The cirque
of cliffs around the head of the valley consists of the pointed Cairn
Etchachan bearing on its right side the huge scar of a rockfall, and
the square topped Shelter Stone Crag, on the Ben Macdhui side,
the slabby Hell's Lum Crag at the head and the steep buttresses of
Stag Rocks on the Cairngorm side above the loch.
We left our lovely beach and climbed the heathery hillside to
Stag Rocks. We chose Pine Tree Routs, Difficult, the easiest climb
on the cliff. We did three long pitches of scrappy climbing and a
leftward traverse to steeper, more continuous rock. A couple of
easy pitches on fine rough granite, and we were at the top. Not a
very worthy route, but we weren't worrying. I think we were be
mused by the intensely blue sky and the brilliant white of the snowfield at the head of the valley with the streams from it cascading
over the glaciated slabs below. An easy walk back to Cairngorm
. we caught the last chairlift down ...
. Next morning I greeted the chairlift attendants as old
friends. This time I was with Alan and we were bound for Shelter
Stone Crag. It looked very formidable as we passed the Shelter
Stone and climbed up to it. Our climb was to be Clach Dhian
24
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Chimney, Very Difficult, at the right-hand end of the face. We
entered the Chimney by climbing the desperate moderate rocks on
the right. Not satisfied with the belay, I put in a piton before Alan
led on up the chimney When he called down he was belayed, 10
minutes of hammering failed to move it. Uneasily, I felt that
although the peg wouldn't move, the rock might—so I left it! The
chimney widens into a gully with a fair amount of loose rock lying
around and we were glad to leave by a diagonal pull-up on the left.
Suddenly we were in sensational country, with the enormous steep
slabs of rock stretching away on our left. We zigzagged up now, but
on arrival at a steep green chimney, some guide book reading made
us think we had done a bit of Postern Route by mistake. The routefinding had been quite difficult and the rock required care. We re
joined our route at the notch in the skyline and the scenery changed
again. We were on the right corner now looking across the gully to
the tottering Forefinger Pinnacle. A traverse along a broken shelf
took us to the foot of the final wall. Here we found the best rock of
the climb. A slabby staircase, followed by energetic climbing on
slabs and cracks brought us to the flat top of the crag.
Now it was Tim's and Eileen's turn. They went to Coire an
Lochain on the North side of Cairngorm and returned very pleased,
having climbed Savage Slit, a V Diff., rather like a 300 ft. grit
stone climb; it was very attractive and not too hard.
The following day I went with Tim to climb Braeriach, but this
was only one of several objectives. We were to leave the car in
Glen Einich, walk along the forest footpath to join the Lairig Ghru
track, climb Lairig Ridge on Sron na Lairig, ascend Braeriach from
there and drop straight down to Glen Einich where we would look
for the crags of Sgoran Dubh before walking down that long glen.
All went well. It was a dull heavy morning as we walked up
the Lairig Ghru; the midges were out in force. Just short of the
watershed we left the path and reached Lairig Ridge in ten minutes.
The climb is Difficult, and consists of sections of narrow ridge, with
steep little walls and towers. The rock was generally sound, though
there were loose blocks lying around. Once I sent one down, and
Tim was puzzled to hear me shout, "It isn't me!" before the crash
came. It was a long way up Braeriach and a long way down.
Between the Glen Einich foot path and the crags of Sgoran Dhu
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there was about half a mile of bog. The rocks extend for two miles,
broken by steep grassy gullies, but looked quite small in that vast
hillside.
The six mile walk down Glen Einich on that close midgy even
ing seemed very, very long.
The following day we sent out a fresh party. Eileen and Alan,
released after a day with the children, headed for Hell's Lum Crag,
in the horseshoe at the head of Loch Avon. They climbed Hell's
Lum Chimney, a remarkable climb. The early slabby pitches were
hard, and they said the final chimney with 150 feet of backing up,
with the issue in doubt, was sensational—but it went.
The next day, somewhat to my surprise, I found myself walking
up Glen Einioh with Alan. It was a fresh sunny day and a slight
breeze carried the midges away. Alan, enthusiastic, soon dashed
ahead. It was only after I reached Loch Einich and crossed the
river by stepping stones that I realised he had left the path further
back, and crossed the river and marshland directly in line with the
buttress containing our proposed climb. I sat down and smoked a
cigarette.
We traversed along the hillside in knee-deep heather and
climbed the scree to the foot of Roberts' Ridge, one of the most
popular climbs in the district. We gained the ridge, continued on
the crest, climbed a couple of steep walls. It was lovely, continu
ous climbing—fitted the guide book perfectly. The crux was hard.
A strenuous crack to a spike, followed by a steep finger and toe
crack, harder than the Mild Severe classification we thought. We
climbed slabs, passed a wedged sliver of rock and reached a strange
lump of rock called The Anvil which we climbed on the left. There
was an exposed descent to the knife edge joining Roberts' Ridge to
the plateau. It had been a great climb; well pleased with our day
we returned . .
Eileen and Tim followed in our footsteps .... Yes, they
agreed that evening, it was a good climb. Their leader had a
shoulder on one of the wall pitches; the crux was very good, quite
hard in the middle—they were glad to find the piton! "Piton!"
we said. "There was no piton!" But so it was. We had all
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climbed Roberts' Ridge, but not by the same route, though we con
verged at The Anvil. The Healeys had done the guide book route.
Ours was comparatively unmarked, though we did not think a first
ascent.
We were sent off to climb again and headed for the highly
recommended Savage Slit in Coire an Lochain. The weather had
broken now and we crossed Coire na Sneachda and climbed into
Coire an Lochain in blustery weather with heavy showers of rain.
There was no difficulty in locating the climb, a fissure about 200
feet high. The first 30 feet were easy. Then I entered the crack
which becomes holdless after about ten feet. Tim had said Eileen
climbed it delicately on the outside, and here I was scratching help
lessly in this greasy crack. Finally, defeated, I slithered down.
Alan, struggling in stockinged feet, climbed the steep part, then
traversed inside the mountain and back to the stance on a huge
jammed boulder. Aided by a good pull, I joined him.
The pitch to the next boulder stance is steep and Alan was
defeated by the greasy rock. I dropped my hat. He dropped a
karabiner. We weren't doing well and considered retreat. How
ever, anxious to atone for my previous failure, I tried the pitch and
with his socks over my boots I was able to back up, swing round on
to the face, put on a runner, bridge up and move over to the left wall
before an awkward sideways move to the boulder stance. Not
desperate, but steep and exposed. I returned Alan's socks to him,
and he climbed ...
The difficulty was over now. The crack leaned back and could
be climbed easily inside or out. But I hadn't finished! Taking off
an ingenious thread runner I jammed the knot and had to climb up
to borrow Alan's penknife and descend again to poke it out.
A final earthy gully type pitch, and we put our heads out into
a tearing wind. Glad that we had not failed after all, we hurried
back to report. Yes, it was the same climb, but a different story.
For their last day, Tim and Eileen did the circuit of Loch Avon
by the tops on another blustery day. A final look round so to speak.
This was the end of a great holiday—the swimming, skating, sailing,
walking, climbing ....

family's voyages in their catamarati.
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ICE AXES AND ANCHORS
Fiona Lewis

FFLOADING ice axes, boots and crampons from a yacht at
Burnham-on-Crouch—one of the flatter parts of Essex—after
a trip to Norway, caused as much interest to yachtsmen and locals
alike as did stowing them on board our catamaran Rehu Moana in
Plymouth docks for the start of the Single Handed Trans-Atlantic
Race in 1964. Much heated discussion came from the dockside as
to the probable use of this gear during an Atlantic crossing. The
reason was quite simple. After the race when the children and I
joined David in the U.S.A. we planned to continue sailing for about
three years before returning to England, and hoped to manage some
climbing on route.
Our first proposed area was in Patagonia which we reached by
the 'chicken' route via the Magellan Straits, not by the presently
popular way round the Horn. Unfortunately most of the haciendas
where we had hoped to leave the children while climbing, were out
of action due to a sheep-shearers strike. On our way through the
Straits and then the Patagonian Channels we saw many tantalising
glimpses of spectacular peaks, mostly snow and cloud shrouded.
But our activities, after anchoring for the night, were limited to daily
scrambles, hindered by carrying the children then 3 and 1^ years old
on our shoulders, as they were completely bogged down by the—to
us—hip high scrub. There are many unclimbed peaks in this vast
area of mountains, due in great part to their difficulty of access—
a yacht as moveable base would be ideal—and the uncertain summer
weather. WE had snow showers at sea level.
Our next 'climbing activity' was on Juan Fernandes Island,
300 miles off the Chilean coast. (This was the island about which
Robinson Crusoe was written). It had a dramatic skyline which
produced some fierce williwaws from the wind channelling down the
eroded gullies and hitting the bay from all angles. There David and
I went for a walk to Selkirk's Lookout, but due to language difficul
ties lost the route and spent unprofitable hours scrambling up and
down deep gullies either thick with bushes or deep in very adhesive
mud. We did, however, succeed in visiting the beach where Man
Friday's footprints were found—we are sure about this because it
was the only beach on the island.
29
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Easter Island was next on the itinerary, similar in appearance
to the South Downs. Then on to catch sight of the jagged peaks of
Tahiti a day before we reached the island. Some were first climbed
about 1953, but probably many have never yet been set foot on.
Some go up to 7000 ft. and on Moorea 20 miles distant we rarely
saw the serrated tops without their covering of cloud.
Then Rarotonga in the Cook Is. where we really climbed for the
first time. I chose a 1300 ft. rock pinnacle called Te Rua Manga
(The Twin Peak) or The Needle.
We were a party of five and after hours of slogging through
thick bush and heavily creepered tropical forest, of being eaten alive
by the small flies which are called variously no (no's or no)—see—
urns, which are just like a very vicious midge, we reached the foot
of the rock pinnacle. We had only caught sight of it once on the
way up due to trees and incline. The pinnacle was split up the
centre finishing in one flat top and a higher sharp pinnacle. We
decided on the chimney route up the crack which had been climbed
infrequently. But given time I would have liked to tackle the face.
The chimney was rather messy and vegetated but the only real diffi
culty was a large and loose chockstone near the top. By this stage
the chimney had widened sufficiently to necessitate the use of this
doubtful rock. After much time and energy spent in trying futile
attempts to avoid touching this, I finally realised that there was no
alternative so having warned the rest of the party to keep out of its
downward track I scrambled rapidly and inelegantly over it, finding
a very large and re-assuring jug-handle just out of reach and sight
from below, on the wall beside it. While crossing it, the stone had
rocked ominously and ground itself deeper down into the crack.
With arms and legs aching I gratefully belayed onto a reassuringly
large and stable flake while the others came up. David was the only
one who succeeded in avoiding the stone but at the cost of arriving
at the belay with a worse state of the shakes than I had. The finish
of the crack was through a wide cave, then from the mossy saddle
about 20 ft. up to a steep moss-encrusted pinnacle the top of which

The Needle on Rarotonga in the Cook Islands.
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barely held the five of us, even when tightly packed. The rock
itself was about 300 ft.
After Rarotonga we spent 6 months inNew Zealand fully occu
pied in writing a book (David) and painting the boat (myself and
long-suffering friends). Then up North to the tropics again which
we did not leave until a few months before reaching England. We
called at Tonga which was still in mourning for Queen Salote, then
Fiji, New Hebrides and New Guinea where I developed infective
hepatitis and spent the next few months a bright shade of yellow,
much to the children's delight and envy. From there to N.
Australia we passed through the Torres Straits stopping at unin
habited islands which were no more than sandbanks with a few
coconut trees on them. But they were thick with birds which rose
in a screeching, chattering cloud when we landed on the beach.
After Thursday Is. we called at Darwin from where I flew on to
South Africa to recuperate.
After stopping at Cocos—Keeling Is. the rest of the family went
on to meet me at Durban. There we met some members of the
Mountain Club of South Africa who took us climbing in the Valley
of a Thousand Hills—fairly short climbs on rocky cliffs at the edge
of the plateau, with a distractingly beautiful view for mile after mile
of valleys, hills and cliffs at the edge of the escarpment. Then after
Christmas at 6000 ft.—in Johannesburg from where we visited the
Kruger National Park and were lucky to see all the usual animals
and as it was early summer they all had young ones in the herds,
with the added excitement of seeing an elephant pushing a tree
down—we returned to Rehu Moana in Capetown and spent a hectic
few weeks stocking up ship and doing odd repairs, but managed to
spare the time for two weekends' climbing. I went both times on
Table Mountain with Joan and Brian Quail from the Mountain Club
of South Africa. Table Mountain was reminiscent of Tryfan for the
proximity and population of its routes—but the weather left one in
no doubt that this was the Southern Hemisphere.
The first was one called Bottleneck, I think. The Quails had
only recently worked out the route and it was not completed to the
top. We did about nine pitches which did not seem too bad at the
time, but I was horrified later to see a photograph of one part of the
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climb—would never have done it had I known what it looked like.
The second weekend we went up Falcon Face, looking down the
back of Table Mountain to Camps Bay, stopping in blazing sun
shine, with the temperature in the 80's, for the usual brew-up and
sandwiches before the climb.
On the second weekend David and the children were taken to
Banhoek at the end of the escarpment which becomes the Drakensberg. They had a Barbecue lunch after a 2 mile scramble up a steep
rocky track from where they left the car at a pass above Stellenbosch. They also swam in a cold mountain pool, and for weeks
afterwards the children spoke with pride about going climbing like
Mummy.
Our next stop was at Walvis Bay in S.W.A. which is mostly
desert and sand-dunes. We spent an exhausting and frustrating
afternoon with friends and their children whose idea of fun was to
have races up and down the dunes—sliding 2 ft. down for every
3 ft. up. Their quickest way down was sliding and rolling, arriving
at sea level with eyes, ears, noses and hair thick with sand. We
also attempted to climb some cliffs in a canyon where we having a
barbecued sheep for lunch. The cliffs were a pale greenish rock
sparkling with mica and other minerals, but were so blazing hot
that one could not hold onto the rock. We spent a very exciting
afternoon with an amateur geologist collecting rose quartz, beryl,
tourmaline, garnets and other semi-precious stones.
From there we sailed up the coast calling at Angola, Banana in
the mouth of the Congo, which was then in full flood—we could
drink the water 15 miles out to sea—then to Sierra Leone and the
Azores, arriving at Plymouth at the end of July.
We planned to return to the Pacific where David will be working
for the Australian National University, leaving in the early spring
of 1968. Again, working to prepare the new boat Isbj0rn and having
both children at school, prevented any climbing during our winter in
England. And again on this trip we have seen many tempting peaks
—.the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta whose 18,000 ft. snow-covered
tops only 20 miles from the coast could be seen out at sea off the
Columbian coast. In the Caribbean, South America will obviously
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be a climbers' paradise providing many first ascents for some years.
Then we saw the volcano on Fernandina Is. in the Galapagos
which had erupted a week before we got there, but we never saw the
top. It was always thickly cloud-covered. This disappointment
was more than counterbalanced by the profuse animal life—seals
littered the beaches, hardly bothering to move until we were within
a few feet of them, the rocks prickled with iguanas walking uncon
cernedly over each other, penguins swam round us and at the
Darwin Research Station the children rode on the giant tortoises
who unfortunately were not very co-operative as they closed up
with a hiss at the added weight. On now to Australia where we will
be settled for a few years and where I hope to do some more
climbing.
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THE WRONG THING, AGAIN
Angela Fatter

HTHE friends who started me climbing had a mental block where
routes above V. Diff. were concerned. So it was a big revela
tion to read in my first P.C. journal of girls who could float non
chalantly up Welsh V.S.'s and even Extremes. Wouldn't it be
lovely, whispered a little bird, to be one of them?
Wales was not my hunting ground but luckily I found a steady
climbing partner in the Lakes (that is, he was a steady climber). He
would give me the 'sharp end' and point me at the routes he had
led before, and I would set off, feeling like a climbing Eliza Doolittle. If the holds became minute or the exposure frightening, I
would think of those girls in Wales, and try to summon some
determination.
My second V.S. made a big impression because it was one
Philip had not already done. It was Haste Not in Langdale's White
Ghyll, always a good place if the high crags or the climbers are out
of condition. The jokers who suggested it retired to the other side
of the Ghyll and I was left, keen but scared of what lay ahead. The
first pitch was reasonable in a delicate way but as I belayed I only
thought it was a fluke. I'd never manage the 'sensational traverse'
—but still, we could always take the Severe chimney instead.
As it happened we didn't need an escape route. A difficult
balance move led onto the traverse line, a magnificent situation
above one overhang and below another. The protection was good
but Philip was out of sight and I felt very much alone. To progress
I faced first forward, then into the rock, then back the way I had
come. An unusual move was necessary, to cock the right leg into a
grove and slither down until my feet made contact again. By this
time I was so impressed that I could hardly pull round onto the
belay ledge, though the handholds were good. What if no-one would
follow? I'd never reverse all that, and what would happen then?.
There was no n£ed to worry. The last pitch was equally ex
posed and on equally good rock, only it went up instead of across.
Even those who only watched agreed that it had been an entertaining
afternoon, and repeating the climb this year we only found that
Haste Not has decreased in size buit not in quality.
35
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Eliminate ' A' on Dow Crag, Coniston occupied most of a cold
March day. It is long and sustained and does not cross any easier
route until the penultimate pitch. I agreed with the guide book
about where the crux is; in fact it reached the stage of 'if I don't do
it this time, we'll have to abseil off'. Luckily the thin moves were
very near to the stance and they proved feasible after a long time
spent warming the hands. But the infuriating thing was that a taller
person would have absolutely no problem.
Back in Langdale we couldn't manage Rake End Wall in the
wet, although it is a superb climb in the dry. On our first attempt
we abseiled from the piton belay at the top of the first pitch, just
below the crux. Even the second time I was put off by the guide
book which refers to ' an imposing crack overcome by layback'. If
I came off, I'd land on the big block my last runner was round.
Suddenly a snatch of conversation overheard in the valley forced its
way from my subconscious—'easy, if you find the left handhold . . .'
Yes, it was there, almost at the limit of balance, a perfect side
ways jug. Good hand-jams above in the crack, no need to layback,
thank goodness. Two more steep but delicate pitches brought us to
the top of Pavey Ark and before long we were cooling off in the
chilly waters of Stickle Tarn.
We went to Dove Crag because two young friends wanted to do
Dovedale Grooves and therefore needed transport going in an
easterly direction. It was well worth it, because they succeeded
and so did we on Hangover, which we found serious but not unduly
difficult. The climbing is again delicate on the long pitch, and above
that there is danger from loose rock higher on the cliff. Neither of
us noticed anywhere to abseil from if we had needed to, though
perhaps if we had carried pegs it would have been different.
At last I was to climb with the P.C. The venue was Buckstone Ho we and Dorothy Wood and I were prospective members.
The meet-leader pointed us at Groove Two, explaining that there
was a useful piton half way up. When I was almost committed to
the groove, we noticed something very disconcerting; it was no
longer a piton, not even a crack where one had been, but a broken,
useless, stump. I looked down at Buttermere, down at Dorothy.
Without the peg, those walls seemed very polished. What if I came
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unstuck, and on a P.C. Meet, too? At last, as often happens if I
think long enough, some inner automatic pilot took over and I
gained the groove. No protection, just faith and friction to the top.
But they said afterwards that 'it's getting on for hard V.S. these
days' and we felt quite thrilled and glad we had stayed to work it
out.
Scafell was dry one June and the worst problem was finding a
friend in Langdale who would walk so far. Leading the long pitch
of Mickledore Grooves I remembered that one of the girls had led
it, but she wouldn't have had nuts to jam in the crack as often as
she liked, and probably conditions were not as perfect for her. Nearly
every route on the East was occupied so we went in search of Moss
Ghyll Grooves, but some Fell and Rock men recommended Slab
and Groove instead. Knowing them, I suspected a plot, because the
book said H.V.S.—on the other hand there were holds to start the
slab, at least. But I finished feeling grateful to them, because it
was just my sort of climb, delicate moves on fine rock, and stimu
lating exposure. A one-pitch climb effectively, but highly recom
mended and surely as mild as a hard V.S. could be.
For a long time I'd wanted to try Kipling Groove, Dolphin's
famous route on Gimmer Crag. I'd been climbing well on gritstone,
getting up Almscliff problems that used to be impossible, so felt
hopeful of success. Though early in the summer, it was a scorching
day. As we toiled up the steep track the valley shimmered in the
heat but we could see late snow lying in the gullies of Bowfell. We
were the first climbers on Gimmer that morning and without wasting
time we scrambled up to Ash Tree Ledge. The preliminary pitch
was soon done, then the first traverse, slightly tricky because still
streaked with water, but all the same much easier than it looks. It
was cool at the shady stance in the chimney.
Big cliffs no longer intimidated me and when Chris was belayed
to the excellent chockstone I was quite ready to tackle the crux
pitch. It went easily up the chimney and onto the right wall—good,
still climbing well. Then the first awkward move, a high step to
gain the rib with far-apart jams for the fingers. A cheeky extra
piton had sprouted here and I had no hammer to remove it, but
didn't clip in on principle, as the 'permitted' one wasn't far away
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There I rested, thinking of Dolphin leading the first ascent with no
protection, and of how to make the next crucial moves. Sorties
above the peg revealed the least strenuous way of crossing the bulge,
and I knew exactly what to expect—sharp fingerholds but nothing
worth bothering with for the feet.
I noticed that by this time two Achille Ratti members, Harry
and Bill had arrived and settled in the sun across the gully. At last
a surge of strength seemed to flow to my fingers, so I swung a foot
round onto a good but off-balance hold, trusted a one-finger jam for
my left hand, let go with my right and reached for the hand traverse.
There it was, rather comforting. Quickly now, right hand in, cross
over with the left, feet swinging free, just the friction of my jeans
against the rock, left, right again, stick foot out for the safety of the
ledge, actually touch ledge with foot. At that very moment my
stupid useless fingers developed a will of their own and before my
eyes in perfect synchronisation uncurled themselves and let go.
Chris heard Harry's warning shout of ' watch the rope' before
the pull came, sawing at my ribs as I thudded backwards into the
cliff, like Hoffnung's unfortunate bricklayer receiving a severe blow.
It happened so quickly that I hardly knew about it, and disappoint
ment hurt first, to come so near and yet so far. It was not difficult
to retrieve the situation although I was dangling forty feet below
the peg. Chris didn't feel like leading and I knew my strength was
inadequate so we climbed down to do a couple of milder routes. As
we did this I noticed among the sunbathers three P.C. members,
and thought to myself, 'Oh, muggins, you've done the wrong thing
again'.
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RAMBLINGS IN NORWAY
Jo Fuller
knew it would be different.
The journey had been hard. For days we had been limping
northwards in the Impen, which was fretful, and had been coughing
and spluttering its way from Bergen along the E 6. Occasionally
a lump got caught in its carburettor, it choked convulsively and
juddered to a stop. A thick pall of dust gradually and serenely
settled on our forlorn forms as we waited for the boiling engine to
cool. Frequent garage stops seemed to appease Impen but a short
bark, spasmodically uttered, prevented us from becoming too com
placent about the delicacy of its condition.

There is only one road from Central Norway up to the Arctic
and beyond, and the condition of this varies from a rough, though
properly surfaced highway sufficiently wide for two cars, to a
terrible track suitable for only one vehicle. When dry one is en
veloped in a cloud of dust and the view is obliterated so that one is
flung out of one great pothole into another or shaken to pieces as the
car tries to cope with a long stretch of undulations. When wet one
is covered with a film of mud and the wheels try desperately and
usually successfully to slide out of the line chosen by the steering
wheel.
It was pouring with rain when we arrived at one of the most
northerly ferries, the grandeur of the scenery was obscured by a
thick grey mist, but out of that mist the spruce white ferry boat
emerged, chugged to a halt, unloaded its passengers and we waited
gleefully for our turn to drive on. A departing passenger pointed to
our wheel, gesticulated and looked sorrowful—I smiled. Another
also pointed, shook his head, looked very mournful and drove off in
a large comfortable car. It was the first of many flat tyres that
made us thus conspicuous.
Despite these passing inconveniences due to mechanical failures
we eventually achieved our aim and camped on the shores of
Lyngenfjord. From the tent door we could gaze across the fjord's
cold, dark waters and at the mountains beyond, just high enough
for snow to linger permanently on the peaks. These great rounded
hulks form the wide plateau, beyond which lies Finland, but behind
us, behind the tent, there existed a world of indescribable beauty
39
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and hidden from sight by huge convex hillsides that are so typical
of this region. Even in summer dense, dark clouds often roll down
the thickly forested hillsides and one is aware only of the narrow
rocky coastline, with its tiny stark fishing communities that cling
onto the steep shoreline and that exist somehow on the produce
of the thin soil. An old farmer was actually gathering his hay by the
handful and carefully hanging it out over the wires which are strung
across the minute fields; every handful was obviously precious and
was handled with care.
At first the weather was capricious and fierce squalls battered
the fly sheet, and so we wandered along the shoreline and discovered
a rather idyllic bathing place. A fast, tumbling stream of clear, cold
water that hinted of a hidden world of snows provided us with a
great choice of deep secluded pools, screened from view by the
luxuriant vegetation rich in small flowers.
Tingling and almost clean after such a bathe, it was then neces
sary to rush back to duvets, sleeping bags and hot coffee.
On a bright sunny morning, the steep, green, craggy hillside
behind the tent enticed us irresistibly. The valley we selected had
a wide entrance and was obviously a main route into the interior of
the peninsula although the track ended at the last house, and once
more we were utterly on our own. It was typical of the long
winding valleys which penetrate the interior, with its broad,
truncated interlocking spurs, which led up to two glacier systems.
Both glaciers ended in a chaotic icefall, which formed a jumbled
mass of blue-green blocks of ice that reared up in front of us. The
systems appeared to be extensive and were encircled by magnifi
cently wild ridges and peaks clad in snow and ice and I found this
massif strangely beguiling and compelling. A complex of streams
gushed out from the base of the glaciers1 snouts, combined forces
and rushed off down to the fjord.
Our objective was modest and we plodded upwards until
threatening cramp, a blinding headache, and frighteningly loose
rock forced us to descend, but not before we had allowed ourselves
the pleasure of sitting down on the huge grey stones and had looked
about us for as long as we wished.
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Trekking southwards again we began to feel more at ease with
the country and the gaunt twisted shapes of the scenery no longer
completely intimidated us.
One day had been spent in exploring some of the more acces
sible summits of this particular Arctic region—where the ice has
scraped, torn at, and bitten deeply into the enormous and massive
complex of granite which is the basis of Norway, and has left the
land naked. Huge bare horns or tinds connected by smooth slabby
ridges, great irregular block-shaped mountains, perhaps dominated
by a twisted tooth of rock at one corner, and weird triangular-shaped
peaks bore witness to this so obviously recent age when nature
exerted tremendous force in using her most efficacious tool to carve
her masterpieces. She has separated them with wide, beautifully
curved valleys into which the sea has intruded, and then made sure
that in summer her pale twilight lighting lingers on the grey rock
until the early dawn takes over.
As usual we limped back to the tent, utterly spent, both cursing
the other for an apparent attitude of sprightliness and of course with
insatiable thirsts but humour was quickly restored because we had
found a secret crag. It is huge. We had reconnoitred its lower
slabs and had had to take two photographs, one fitting on top of the
other, to record it completely, because it was so high!
Our favourite Arctic camp was just north of the Arctic Circle
and was at 2,000 ft. in real tundra country. We returned to this
deserted and isolated place on the south bound journey and were
granted a magnificently hot and clear day for our outing. On the
first occasion we had been deceived by distance, and after a casual
glance at the attractive mountain we had estimated that it would
only involve a morning's activity, but two hours later we were still
stumbling over the dwarf trees and padding over the thick, lush
carpets of moss with the mountain not apparently any nearer, and
our muscles were already aching. However the discovery of a fine
12 point antler redeemed this misjudgement.
To our surprise we now appeared to be slightly fitter because
we had quickly gained the summit of the neighbouring lumpy hill
without suffering from any of our usual coughing fits, attacks of
cramp or sickness. Gill even admired the abundant Alpine roses,
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which on another occasion she had only wished to ignore, being
rather preoccupied with her knees, which insisted on locking to
gether. We had sufficient time and humour to gaze around and
found a second antler of a very young deer and although it had only
two points it meant that we each had a trophy. Beyond and behind
the mountain which we had climbed on our first visit, was a very
attractive group of small summits and ridges and intervening snow
slopes and crests that we had previously noted and so the walk was
extended by mutual consent.
Nothing demanded great technical skill but it was thrilling to
have so much country to ourselves and particularly as it was com
pletely devoid of the litter that marks the passage of other people.
The way we had planned took us across some crisp firm snow, which
led to a rocky ridge that involved interesting scrambling on solid,
warm rock, and then finally up a short steep snow crest on to the
summit. We achieved this without a burning thirst and without
feeling ravenously hungry. A novel situation for us and we were
so pleased with ourselves that we leapt from boulder to boulder and
slid down long patches of snow which took us onto a ridge.
The group of summits were linked together by a main ridge,
which curved round into the distance, and from which short sub
sidiary ridges extended and so I decided that we should complete the
wide horseshoe taking in the maximum number of tops. Unaware
of this plan, Gill followed, at first without comment. My intention
was soon obvious, but I pointed out that it made the way back more
exciting, and thus appeased we rushed down into a huge, lonely,
stony basin that contained small glistening lakes. I let her enthuse
about the scenery and loiter in this wonderful suntrap for as long as
she pleased because I now realised that we had to climb up to the
top of another mountain in order to cross the range which separated
us from our tent.
The sky was a fine clear blue and the sun's heat was intense.
Enormous boulders extended as far as the eye could see in all direc
tions and an ominous silence reigned. The enthusiastic babbling
had ceased long ago and only an occasional grunt was uttered. I
clambered up as fast as possible and after what seemed like eternity
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fell over onto the col and the incoherent rumblings behind now
become quite clear and unmistakable: 'You great steaming pig'.
The summit was only a short distance away and it was one that
we knew so that the promise of a glorious run down a long snow
ridge followed by one down a steep snow field, which led into our
favourite cwm, averted further dissension.
As we glissaded out of the cwm we saw a herd of wild reindeer
scampering about on the snow and they allowed us to watch for
some minutes and to come within close range, before they eventually
turned tail and fled. Harmony completely restored we once more
trailed back across the tundra, utterly spent, very thirsty and
ravenously hungry.
The utter loneliness of our surroundings and ramblings made
us appreciate the magnificent difference of an Arctic holiday but it
was not so with Impen. It was determined to have the last word
and its final act of defiance was to fling off one of its rear wheels as
we cruised complacently down the Al !
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THE HORN
Mairet Picken

HTHREE friends and I spent a few weeks camping and climbing in
Norway last summer. After several days hitching through the
fjord country we reached Andalsnes at the mouth of the Romsdal
valley. We had been through miles of glaciers and rocky peaks but
here, towering vertically from sea level to 5,000 ft., the mountains
seemed so much bigger and majestic. We wondered whether we
were attempting more than our limited experience justified.
We spent the day in brilliant sunshine buying provisions,
boating on the river and basking in the splendour of our surround
ings. This was the land of the Trolls who stood in majestic pro
cession above the famous Trolltind Wall.
Our next move was to Stigfoss, 2,000 ft. higher at the end of the
Isterdal valley. We spent four days there camping in grand style
by a river flowing from a nearby glacier. Supplies of wood were
collected to augment our meagre supply of paraffin. Food is ex
pensive in Norway so our diet consisted mainly of porridge, bread,
jam and cheese enlivened with Fiskeboller or fish balls. These are
white in colour, rubbery in texture, nondescipt in flavour but very
cheap.
We had two good days, one on Bispen or the Bishop and a
second walking over to the Trolltind ridge. We made for the col
near the Breitind and it seemed a hard slog in hot sunshine, but
from the col upwards it was a pleasant walk across snowfields. The
views were grand, the procession of jagged pinnacles stood before us
as though animated. Behind us lay snow and rock as far as the eye
could see; it was like fairyland. When we reached the top of the
ridge the view was more spectacular, the wall dropped sheer, if not
overhanging, down to the Romsdal valley. On the other side, what
seemed a mere stone's throw away was the Romsdalhorn, our next
goal.
Back in Andalsnes we bought in more provisions, this time for
a week, in the hope of doing more climbing. That hope was vain
for the mists descended. As usual things were rushed. We had half
an hour for shopping if we were to catch the next bus to Kolflat.
The bus took us along the coast a few miles to Hen then climbed a
narrow dirt track—typical of Norwegian roads—until we were
45
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dropped at a road junction with our four large rucksacks and two
massive boxes of food.
We sat down by the roadside and ate some jam butties while
pondering how best to transport our stores up the valley. Mean
while a woman passed us apparently concerned that we might think
of camping where we were. We assured her that we were going up
the road to Venjadal Saeter. After staring for some while at our
pile of possessions she dragged Alison off to her house. She could
speak no English and we no Norwegian but she had muttered some
thing about a trolley. Alison returned, much to our amusement with
a large wheelbarrow. Without doubt this was just what we needed.
We piled it high with the food boxes, tents, ropes etc. then tied
waist lengths to the stays on the wheel. Two of us went in front
pulling while the other two took turns pushing and trying to keep
the barrow upright. Before long we were in a dense wet mist and
very hot. It took us a couple of hours to get up to the Saeter and
while Pip and John pitched camp Alison and I went back to return
the wheelbarrow and collect the fourth rucksack. Luck was with
us again for the only car we ever saw stopped to give us a lift back
up again.
All the next day the mist stayed down and we saw no more of
our surroundings than the river and silver birch trees. The day
after began equally miserably and by the end of the morning we
were all sickened of our books, chess and cards so we went exploring
up the valley. The mist had lifted a little and we found some
boulders to scramble on and try out my new pegs. We were a little
peeved though when we heard that the tops had been clear all day
and resolved that tomorrow we would go up mist or no mist.
We woke early and ate our porridge before eight. But enthu
siasm was lacking so we sat around waiting for the weather to show
more definite signs of improvement. This it did and with plenty of
provisions we left before ten o'clock. At last we could see the
mountains around us and very impressive they were too. Since the
weather was so promising we decided to try the Wall, fully realising
that time was not on our side.
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The climb which we started at two o'clock was said to begin
with a couple of pitches of grade II leading to a platform but they
seemed much harder. At the platform the ground was easier. We
studied the guide books, three of them, but they threw no light on
the matter. We gave them up and agreed to make for a shelf some
100 ft. up the cliff which towered ominously above us. From there
we could survey the prospect of further progress. I led this pitch,
the first part being quite easy and the rest though steep seemed
feasible. After about 80 ft. things got more tricky, it was almost
vertical but there were good cracks and excellent protection. Mean
while Alison, on the second rope, had continued to look around and
found the correct route, a crack which sloped up to the shelf about
12 ft. to my left. The rocks above me were overhanging and to the
left it was a bit thin. I put a runner in and started cautiously.
Below was a 5,000 ft. drop to the Romsdal valley. Beneath my
feet I could see the trees and green pastures, the river, the railway
line and road dotted with cars. Then I noticed with relief an enor
mous peg about 6 ft. to the left with smooth rock between us. There
was a notch for my fingers to keep me in balance then a long step
down. I looked at the peg and it seemed to draw me towards it.
Carefully does it and don't panic. Soon I was there thankfully
grasping the peg. We were on the route at last and just below the
crux, a short vertical wall on good holds. Alison was going to lead
this but being small found it too strenuous, so I led again and we
were soon up. Another couple of hours saw us on the top but by
this time the sun had set. We tottered up to the hut, the haven long
awaited. There we found a Norwegian guide who had soloed up
the ordinary route in a couple of hours after attempting Kongen with
some friends that morning. Despite our protestations he said he
would sleep outside. We gave in realising he was probably better
off there for at least he would get some peace and sleep outside. He
also insisted on giving us some of his bread and certainly we didn't
have much of our own.
In the morning a strong gale blew up, wispy clouds were
scurrying by. A red glow in the east lit the Trolltind peak opposite
us. Nearby the Venjtind steamed with mist which the wind blew
over the top to the leeward side, then it disappeared again. We were
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delayed a long time going down but at last it was marvellous to lie
down and rest at the tents and food was welcome to the male mem
bers of the party, as usual.
We had one day left but decided it would be tempting fate to go
out, for all the climbs were long and with our poor route finding
their length becomes infinite. Our decision was wise for by the
afternoon it was overcast and wet, and we were fast asleep. We
understood now how so many of the climbers we'd met had managed
to spend so long in Romsdal and climb so little.
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SWITZERLAND 1968
Avis Reynolds

T TOOK part in the first Alpine meet run by the Mountaineering
A Club of North Wales. We were four women and ten men,
mostly club members. We spent a two week camping meet at
Kandersteg, in Switzerland, during the last two weeks in July 1968.
We hired a mini-bus to take us and our luggage there. Four of
the men went in another mini-bus which belonged to one of the
party Peter Marsdon, a club member had been to the Kandersteg
area several times before and worked out a programme of walks and
climbs, starling with easier stuff to acclimatise us for the second
week.
Our camp site was situated at the head of the Kandersteg valley
in a very pleasant camping site, well away from the town with paths
radiating in all directions We took most of our food with us and
did our own cooking. A cable car started from the camp site.
Our first mountain climb was on the Gellihorn which towered
above the end of the valley and the camp site. In the early morning
of the day before the climb we could clearly see a fresh layer of snow
on its summit but it melted with the sun. On the day of the climb
we only saw little patches of last winter's snow.
Our second expedition was a rock climb on the Birre mountain,
8,209 ft. We arose at 6 a.m. and caught the first chair lift to
Oeschininsee and scrambled for about an hour up to the cliff face.
The standard of the whole climb is about V. Diff. The route ascends
a ridge and finishes on the summit. It gives about 3,000 ft. of
climbing. The rock was good, the day was hot. We climbed in
pairs, mostly leading through and arrived back at camp at 8 p.m.
Our third effort was over the Lotschen Pass, from Kandersteg
to Ferden, which is an old and very pretty village. We arose at an
early hour and with the aid of the local taxi were able to travel a
few miles up the semi-private track of the Kander Valley. Again
the weather was hot once the sun came up. We climbed in shorts
and shirts. We enjoyed crossing and climbing our first glacier and
looking down into a crevasse wearing our snow goggles and sun
cream. We crossed the pass and descended to the next valley where
40
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we arrived about four o'clock. We were just in time to catch a train
through the Lotschen Tunnel and arrived back in Kandersteg within
a quarter of an hour.
Our next venture was a long day's walk from Kandersteg, over
the Bonderchrinde Pass, down in to Adelboden. Two of the party
who had stayed back at camp came around to bring us back in one
of the mini-buses.
Our last and biggest climb started just after mid-day. Nine of
us took part. We caught the cable car from the camp site. With
rather heavy loads we started out on the long slog to the Schwarenbach Hut, where we arrived in the early evening. Soup was pro
vided at the Hut and we all retired for a nap until 1.30 a.m. when
we quickly drank coffee, made up flasks and checked our equipment
and torches, which provided our only light as we ascended in single
file up the screes and rubble below the glacier. Our mountain was
to be the Balmhorn. It was well below freezing and very cold.
Dawn came after some hours. It was just light enough to see to rope
up and put on more clothing as we stepped on to the snow. We
climbed in threes. I led the third party. We met another party here
led by a local guide who was doing the same climb. The snow was
not very hard under the ice crust and we were able to kick steps.
The sun began to rise and hit the mountains behind us. We had
ascended the glacier by six thirty and rested a while on the Zachengrach Ridge. This we were to follow to the summit of the Balmhorn.
The sun shone on us here but it was very cold. The views all around
were magnificent. We followed the corniced ridge, climbing steadily
in to the mist which covered the summit. The snow was soft and
deep. We claimed our summit of over 12,000 feet at 9.30 a.m. We
took photographs, signed the summit book and descended, arriving
back at the Schwarenbach Hut about 2.30 p.m. We bought coffee,
tidied up and walked down to our camp site and a rest.
This finished our first alpine holiday We had all had a
memorable time and had climbed everything we had set out to do.
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THE DRAKENSBERG
Judy Hall

TT is unlikely that many members of the Pinnacle Club have either
A seen or climbed the Drakensberg Mountains.
The scenery is
perhaps the most beautiful I have seen, the climate superb, and my
one regret is the six thousand or so miles that separate us from them.
At the end of August 1964 I escaped for a long weekend from
the mission hospital where I was working in Umzimkulu, Cape
Province, South Africa. I drove, with a doctor friend from another
hospital, to the Drakensberg. This area is the escarpment of
Basutoland—now Lesotho—which rises about five thousand feet
from the surrounding countryside. Peaks in Lesotho itself rise to
ten or eleven thousand feet. There are such delightful names as
Cathkin Peak, Mont aux Sources, Cathedral Peak and Champagne
Castle.
The Amphitheatre is a grand curving sweep of escarpment in
the Royal Natal National Park. We spent one day walking up to
the gorge at its foot—a long dusty route. At one stage this involved
climbing a rope ladder up a cliff or swimming under a rocky tunnel.
We chose the former. Although it was winter time the days were
hot and sunny but the nights were cold.
The drive to the Cathedral Peak area that evening was spec
tacular. We followed the line of the escarpment and saw the many
fascinating shapes of its rock formations silhouetted against the
brilliant gold and red of the sunset.
Cathedral Peak stands out in front of the main escarpment. It
is 9,800 ft. high and its final pyramid is not unlike the shape of the
Matterhorn. Our guide was John, a Zulu, who had been guiding
for twenty-six years. He spoke with the typical jargon of all Alpine
guides and had been taught to yodel by visiting Swiss guides! I
appeared at 7 a.m. properly attired in long trousers and long socks
with a spare sweater and usual equipment. I was sent back firmly
by John to change into shorts. This I did with some reluctance as
it was against all my mountaineering training to climb a 10,000
foot peak in shorts. Later I was to appreciate how right he was.
My only footgear was a pair of rather worn nursing shoes, as un
fortunately my climbing boots were still on their way out from
England.
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The first part of the route was a long and fairly steep path up
the lower slopes. John was well behind and we discovered later
that he had been gathering wood en route. After a scramble up a
steep gully to a col we stopped thankfully to consume an orange.
We then traversed round the mountainside and up again to the foot
of the final pyramid. It was K).30 a.m. and John made a fire and
boiled the water he had collected at the last stream. The tea he
brewed was most welcome.
We continued upwards, for my part feeling very hot and unfit.
We filled the billy-can from a patch of snow and left it in the sun
for the snow to melt, to be collected on our return. The route went
up a further steep gully, followed by some rock scrambling and a
chain ladder.
The view from the summit was superb. We could see Basutoland stretching away, still with patches of snow. In the other
direction was the rolling countryside of Natal. Below, far below,
was our hotel and we were able to flash a mirror down to it and
received an answering flash. John's yodelling echoed back from
Basutoland. Apparently there was no danger of calling out the
mountain rescue team!
We stopped on our descent to make coffee and then continued
downwards. On the traverse, with a very long drop below, I was
nearer than I have ever been to falling over the edge when I slipped
on the dusty path in my unsuitable footwear. This caused alarm
momentarily to those behind but I escaped with only a cut finger.
It would have been a long roll. There had been a fire on the moun
tainside recently and we became filthy walking through burnt
vegetation.
Our descent was made more interesting by the glimpses of wild
life—a rock rabbit, a buck and a baboon. My spare sweater proved
useful as protection from the sun. We were back by 3.30 p.m.,
weary after one of the most enjoyable climbs I remember. The bath
water was literally black.
Unfortunately we had to return to work, so I had to refuse an
invitation to join a party doing some tougher climbing, rockclimbing I think, on one of the twin towers the next day.
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Our Sani Pass trip was in February—midsummer. We were
driven up the pass into Basutoland in a Landrover: it was fantastic,
very rough and rocky with incredible bends, many requiring two
shots. This route was impeded by pack horses and donkeys, and
Basutos in brightly-coloured blankets and Wellingtons, the latter a
status symbol!
There are frontier posts at the top and bottom where passports
were required. The view down was well worth the trip. On the
return journey the driver went round several bends in reverse gear
with his foot on the clutch, as far as he could—which meant right to
the edge!—reversed back and then went round again. Somewhat
hair-raising.
The following day we went to find some bushmen's paintings.
This involved us in climbing a long, long, steep path. The paintings
were worth the visit. From there we decided to climb up the steep
hillside to see some balanced rock at close quarters. The sun was
blazing down; I felt exhausted and so hot. Above us a number of
baboons were making unfriendly noises. At the top we found that
we could not actually reach the rocks: how I wished that we had
been content with viewing them from below. The climb up had
taken us an hour or more and the time was getting late.
During the descent I was about 50 yards ahead in knee-length
grass when suddenly a snake put up a menacing head right beside
my boot! It was about two inches in diameter, four inches long
and brown—probably a puff adder. I leapt up the hillside very
rapidly, a great deal faster than I had moved all day! Fortunately
the snake slid away in the opposite direction. During the rest of
the descent I felt very apprehensive, being again in shorts and un
protected, without even a stick.
The dusty path seemed to wind endlessly on and the sun was
literally burning the skin off my thighs. We had no protection for
our heads: the Africans would certainly think us mad. When we
eventually arrived back we collapsed exhausted into chairs and
drank pints of fluid. We were late and had then to make all speed
back to hospital.
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That was unfortunately all I was able to see of the Drakensberg: it was not epic mountaineering but was very enjoyable and
beautiful. There are mountain huts and harder routes: guide books
print warnings of the dangers of some routes and of becoming
benighted—even in summer it is dark by 7 p.m. How I should love
the chance to return, to introduce my husband to some of these
beautiful mountains and together to explore other routes. A
pleasant pipe-dream!
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MARRIAGES

Helen Goodburn—John Jones
Gael Hutton—lan Esplin, c.c.

......
......

......
......

......
.....

......
......

1968
1967

......
......
......
......
......

1967
1968
1968
1968
1968

BIRTHS
To
To
To
To
To

Annabelle Barker, a son, William Niall, born
Shirley Angell, a son, Stephen Ronald, born
Jo Flood, a daughter, Nadine, born
......
Ray Lee, a son, William Anthony, born ......
Dorothy Wood, a daughter, Joanne Mary, born

IN MEMORIAM

MABEL JEFFREY (1921—1967)
A4ABEL Jeffrey was our gay and friendly President for a double
term of years, because of the War: difficult years for the Club,
but it could not have passed through them in better hands.
Every Meet became a gay party when she was there, particu
larly Hut Meets at Hogmanay She introduced us to wet and sticky
games from her side of the Border and joined in all of ours.
After experiencing one brew of English Quaker Oats, she
always made the porage, bringing Midlothian Oatmeal with her and
a Scots stick to stir it and we learned to like it far better than the
gruel that had gone before! For rock-climbing or a day in the hills,
on foot or on ski, she was the happiest of companions, while her
sympathy for her fellow members, hit by suffering, was warm and
practical. The easy hospitality of The Lea was enjoyed by many a
Pinnacler and even by the brothers and friends of Pinnaclers: there
was always a welcome for those with a spot of leave from a Northern
Unit, those attending Ceilidhs or those on their way to Skye.
When I think back to the War years and after, what a lot of
kindnesses come to mind: a load of flowers to deck a house for a
returning husband: a warm invitation to stay during the first lone
liness of one whose husband could never return: a young Pinnacle
mother and her baby swiftly transported there to recuperate: her
affectionate interest in all our children. In all, a very good friend
whom very many of us will very often remember.
EVELYN LEECH.
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A LTHOUGH it is over a year now since Mabel Jeffrey's death, I
•** still find it hard to believe that this tremendous personality has
left us. I first met Mabel through the Ladies' Alpine Club some
forty years ago when she and Bobby lived at Tadworth. But it was
not until after the war that I came to know her well and this was in
the setting of the Pinnacle Club of which she was such an
enthusiastic member.
I don't think the picture I have of Mabel will ever fade from
my memory, it is so crystal clear with overflowing enthusiasm and
joy of life and the warm-hearted friendliness that radiated from her
tanned weatherbeaten face and through her sparkling blue eyes.
Every event of life she took in her stride and courage and gaiety are
the two aspects of her personality that spring first to mind. I still
see her at the Pinnacle Club Hut clad in her teddy-bear Shetland
sleeping suit arranging her bunk meticulously—for she was a per
fectionist; or on the hills battling against wind and snow and
enjoying every moment of it.
I remember in particular my first visit to the Charles Inglis
Clark Hut on Ben Nevis during her second term as President of the
Ladies' Scottish Climbing Club to mark the fiftieth anniversary of
the founding of the Club by her mother and herself. During this
Jubilee year a joint meet of the L.S.C.C. and the Pinnacle Club was
organised by Mabel Jeffrey and both the C.I.C. Hut on Nevis and
the Steall Hut were reserved for the ladies. Not only did Mabel
carry her pack up to the Nevis Hut but next day she introduced me
to the Ben which was still fittingly sheathed in snow and ice. As
Mabel led off up Corrie Leiss the wind was well into gale force and
soon, on the hard snow of the steeper slopes, we found it prudent to
rope. But we were lucky, for this one day the weather held fine,
and from the summit Mabel was able to do the honours of the Ben
as we followed round the great cirque peering down each famous
gully—Gardyloo, Zero, Point Five. It was a grand day and the
memory will always be with me—and this, I think, is where Mabel
would like me to leave her, in this splendid Jubilee year and still
fully enjoying a great day on her beloved mountains.
NEA MORIN.
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REVIEWS
A WOMAN'S REACH. Mountaineering Memoirs. By Nea Morin.
Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1UOH 50s.
So often when one has eagerly awaited the publication of a
particular book its final arrival has proved something of a dis
appointment. Nothing could be less true in the case of 'A Woman's
Reach'. Possibly it is that a woman writer can communicate far
more fully with other women. Certainly I find more sensitivity and
feeling in the description of the climbing here than I do in most
books of mountaineering. It is beautifully written and one gets a
real sense of participating in each climb and of sharing in the
successes and the disappointments.
There is of course an added bonus for all of us because the club
features in many of the pages, and so much of it concerns our
friends and acquaintances. Nea, as a past president and such a
great inspiration to the club, is the best of all people to chronicle
our activities.
The book lives up to its title and lays great emphasis on the
woman as a climbing leader and particularly as the leader of a
woman's party (There is a most useful appendix which lists not
able feminine ascents). Yet in spite of this and Nea's clear enjoy
ment of leading she points out that some of her happiest memories
are of climbing with a good guide. "It is hard to beat the happy
atmosphere of a climb where with complete confidence in one's guide
and companion the only worry is whether one will measure up to the
standard expected". So few competent climbers these days seem
to admit to this pleasure.
I can think of few people who have had so wide an experience
of climbing and of climbers. All the great names are there and the
book ranges from Harrison's Rocks to the Himalayas. Perhaps the
non-climber might find too much detail of climbing but they will be
compensated by the colourful description of Nea's early life which
must have been far from easy. There are some splendid photo
graphs. Nea's unique knowledge and her enthusiasm make this a
notable book.

EILEEN HEALEY.
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ON MY HOME GROUND.
ton, 1968. 35s.

By Gwen Moffatt. Hodder & Stough-

This is a book which is made particularly enjoyable for British
climbers, because, it is our home ground too.
Gwen Moffat has visited all the main climbing areas in Britain
and it is always interesting to read about places one is familiar with,
seen through another person's eyes, particularly someone who is so
professional as a climber and as a writer and makes it all so readable
and enjoyable. This book will appeal, too, to cat lovers—there was
a little too much about them for my taste!
Throughout, one is made aware that the writer is a very
courageous person who is to be admired for her tenacity in holding
down her career while helping to keep 'the home fires burning'
through many adverse times.
I much admired the splendid photographs but I thought the
cover choice an unnecessary sales gimmick. Do not let this deter
you, however, from reading what is inside the covers.

ALWINE WALFORD.
We thank the following Clubs for sending their Journals:
Alpine Club
Association of British Members of the S.A.C.
American Alpine Club
Cambridge University Mountaineering Club
Climbers' Club
Fell and Rock Climbing Club
Himalayan Club
Ladies' Alpine Club
Ladies' Scottish Climbing Club
Midland Association of Mountaineers
Wayfarers Club
Yorkshire Ramblers Club
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TRADITIONAL METHODS OF ABSEILING
* T ES Alpes' reports an accident on the Aiguille de Roc to a student
while he was descending the overhanging part of the long
abseil to the Breche. He was using one of the traditional methods,
in which the rope passes under the thigh or through a snap-link and
then over one shoulder, the forward hand maintaining balance, while
the backward hand provides the brake on the slack rope. The
climber in question felt a pain above the collar bone, at the place
where the rope passing over his left shoulder compressed the root of
the neck. One or two seconds later, his left arm was completely
paralysed. He had to be evacuated by a rescue party and the arm
did not recover for several weeks.
In this case, the main nerves to the arm (brachial plexus) were
severely compressed by the rope above the collar bone, at the point
where they are fairly near the surface and relatively unprotected.
Especially in a thin person, compression can easily produce paraly
sis which though not long-lasting can for a time involve the whole
arm.
' Les Alpes' remarks that the possibility of this happening when
abseiling in the traditional manner should be known to all climbers
and especially to instructors. The region above the collar bone
should be well protected, and one should think twice before
embarking on a free abseil of any length without a safety rope.
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P. Y. 6.

PEN-Y-GWRYD
HOTEL
NANTGWYNANT, SNOWDONIA
•
THE HOME OF
BRITISH MOUNTAINEERING
Llanberis 211

Guests 8(>s

R.A.C.

Central Heating

Fully Licensed
•

P. Y. G.
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O.D.G.
DUNGEON GHYLL HOTEL
(OLD

HOTEL)

LANGDALE — AMBLESIDE
Telephone: Langdale 272.

Station Windermere, B.R.

Car by Arrangement.

Ribble Service to door.

Mr. and Mrs. S. H. CROSS.
LANGDALE: The home of the Climber
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HOT AND COLD WATER IN ALL BEDROOMS
SPRING INTERIOR BEDS
HOME COOKING

::

FARM PRODUCE

CLIMBERS AND WALKERS WELCOME
DRYING ROOM

::

ELECTRIC LIGHT

FULLY LICENSED
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